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The capabilities of the IEESD-2000 integrated environment for embedded system development
are described. IEESD-2000 provides for complete support for the development cycle from idea to
implementation; maximal repeated use of systems/application software codes and of hardware
models; and effective tools for the creation of new systems software and hardware models; it also
supports the efficiency enabled by compatible and off-line simulation and debugging of
application software and hardware.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

1.	INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems represent a significant and rapidly expanding segment of the market for new computer
technologies. The basic problems which the developers of these types of systems must overcome involve shortening the length of the design period and reducing development and manufacture costs.
Additional difficulties relate to the need to develop liardware and software components able to interact with each other.
Based on analysis of well-known environments for the development of hardware/software components, the following three groups may be identified:
·	tools for the development of application software based on a simulator of a specific
microprocessor/microcontroller. Sometimes such application software support simulation of certain additional hardware components as well. Among such components we may cite Visual DSP (Analog Devices, Inc.), a device used in the development of embedded systems based on the ADSP-2106x digital signal processor [11].
·	environments for the design of hardware from initial conception through implementation. These types of environments, however, virtually never help in tlie development of software. Among such environments we may cite tools for computer-aided design of digital systems provided by such major companies as Mentor Graphics, Cadence, and Synopsis [8-10].
·	tools that support compatible design of hardware and software components at the systems or architecture level of design. Among examples of such systems we may cite Rapide [14] and HyTech [15].
Thus, virtually all the known environments that promote the compatible design of hardware and software support of embedded systems currently suffer from the following drawbacks:
- the absence of full-fledged support for compatible development of embedded system hardware and software
- the insufficient degree of repeated use of systems and applications software codes and hardware models
- the lack of any opportunity to create new systems software; C-compilers, assemblers/disassemblers, and compilers of specialized problem-oriented programming languages
- a lack of correspondence between efficiency and the ergonomic aspect of tools for compatible debugging of hardware and software at the contemporary level of software in IBM PC type host systems.
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A proprietary integrated environment for development of embedded systems has been created at the
Laboratory of Systems Programming of Skorina University at Gomel. It provide complete support for the design
cycle from idea to implementation in terms of hardware and computer programs and enables maximal repeated use
of the codes of systems and applications programs and hardware models; it comprises tools for effective
development of new systems software and hardware and optimizes the process of off-line and compatible
debugging of application programs and hardware. In the present article the proposed integrated environment for
embedded systems development (IEESD-2000) [1-7] is described in detail and its advantages by comparison with
analog environments [8-17] are demonstrated.

2. SUPPORT FOR THE DESIGN CYCLE FROM IDEA TO IMPLEMENTATION

2.1. Tools for creation, modeling, and documentation of embedded systems
The design cycle is supported by the IEESD-2000 environment at a}} stages, from the systems )eve) to the
level of register-to-register transfers. The result achieved with development of embedded systems software is a
complex of application programs in C or Assembler language and/or user-developed problem-oriented
programming languages (tlie system provides tools for development of compilers and debuggers for these
languages). The result of the development of hardware is a synthetic VHDL-description of the designed hardware
and/or EDIF [electronic design interchange format] description of the circuit board, including individual electronic
components (microprocessors/microcontrollers, buffers, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters,
indicators, etc.). The resulting VHDL and EDIF descriptions of the embedded system may be used as entry
declarations in systems at a lower level right up to production of a prototype sample.
A complete set of tests that may be used for testing a prototype of the system after it has been manufactured is a by-product of an integrated design of an embedded system.
By means of so complete and exact a model of a fully designed embedded system it becomes possible to
develop tests for quality control and fault diagnostics in assembly-line production.
The IEESD-2000 environment maintains a high rate of simulation and a user-defined degree of refinement of
the components of the model. Tools for computer-aided documentation of the project are built into the
environment.

2.2. Design of hardware through input languages of low-level CAD systems
In the field of digital electronics, computer-aided design systems have historically evolved in top-down
fashion, i.e., the designers of such systems have directed their greatest efforts towards the creation of computer-
aided topological design to aid in the solution of specific production problems. Simplification and speedup of the
transfer of previously developed devices and of models of these devices into low-level design systems oriented
towards new microelectronic technologies has made it possible for international standards to represent the results
of the functional design of digital systems (for example, VHDL- and EDIF-designed systems). To ensure
"seamless" design of high-level design systems, the results achieved must be represented in the form of
declarations in the input languages of low-level systems. Such an approach has been implemented in the IEESD-
2000 environment as well.

2.3. Debugging of the interaction between programs, hardware, and external environment
        of a fully designed embedded system
The IEESD-2000 environment utilizes multitasking for simultaneous simulation of application software,
hardware, and the external operating environment of a fully designed embedded system. Despite the fact that the
level of adequacy, both in the environment within which hardware/software models are created and in the external
environment, is selected by the user, IEESD-2000 always supports a unified synchronized simulated time.
By correctly selecting the level of representation of models relative to the design stage of the embedded
system, it is possible to markedly reduce the length of the development/debugging period and the length of the
complete test simulation period.
On the concluding stage of the debugging process the following steps are employed: complete test support,
and implementation of programs on the basis of their initial texts and simulation of the fully designed hardware
descriptions, thus ensuring maximal adequacy of the model of the fully designed embedded system.
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2.4. Applikation of host computers for sloning the operating environment of an embedded system
An embedded system virtually always receives certain values as input values (for example, readings from temperature, pressure, etc. sensors) and generates output values (for example, engine control). To achieve full-fledged control over the desing of an embedded system during the simulation period it is necessary to suppress the input signals (arriving from the external environment model) and likewise to transmit the output data from the
ernbedded system model to external environment model (these signals may be used to arrive at more exact simulation of the behavior of the external environment).
In the IEESD-2000 environment the external environment may be simulated both by tools that have been
developed by the hardware and/or software, as well as using any modern programming systems present in the host
computers. Transmission of data between models of application programs, hardware, and the external environment
may be accomplished through ports, files, or a special internal storage region of the host computer.

2.5. "Embeddable" debugged models of a fully designed system in its physical operating environment
Obviously, trie more exact the correspondence between the model of a fully designed external environment
and physical environment of the embedded system, the more design errors that will be found and eliminated as
early as the simulation stage. The ideal variant is one in which the model is "embedded" directly in the external
environment.
Suppose, as an example, that a fully developed embedded system is in the form of a keyboard-controlled
device and displays information for the user on indicators. In such cases, IEESD-2000 makes it possible to
"simulate" the keys of the device by means of the host computer's keyboard, and to "simulate" the indicator devices
by means of special windows on the host computer's display.
If, in addition, certain information enters the device along analog or digital channels, IEESD-2000 will
support interactive or file definition of this information.
Moreover, IEESD-2000 allows the model to exchange information directly with the host computer, hence, if
the system designer supports interaction of this computer with the external environment, it will turn out that the
model will be able to function in the external environment.

2.6. Multi-level and heterogeneous simulation
One feature of multi-level simulation in the IEESD-2000 environment is the capability for interactive
switching between levels of simulation of any fragment of the analog circuit between the "private" and the
"compound" model. Here by "private" is understood a model of a fragment of the analog circuit implemented in
one of the programming languages (Delphi, C++, Visual Basic, etc.) and encapsulated in the form of DLL
[dynamic linkage libraries] or in behavioral VHDL. In turn, a model is said to be a "compound" model if it is in
the form of a composition of lower-level models.
The user may specify that some part of the analog circuit will be implemented in hardware. This will make it
possible to test the fully implemented fragment of the analog circuit without waiting for production of the
remaining parts of the analog circuit. Such a process, in which one part of an embedded system is simulated while
another part of the system is emulated, also makes it possible to switch any fragment of the analog circuit between
simulation and hardware implementation, we will refer to as "heterogeneous simulation."
To support heterogeneous simulation, IEESD-2000 is provided with special modules that specify input
information in the hardware fragment of the analog circuit, read output information from it, and transmit this
information to the simulation system just as if this fragment had been simulated.
There are also a number of tools that support switching between simulation/emulation modes for
microprocessors/microcontrollers employed in the fully designed embedded system.

2.7. Comparative testing of models at different levels for the same fragment of an embedded system
Top-down design is a well-known technique for the development of embedded system hardware. This type of
design is especially effective if it is accompanied by the creation, first, of higher-level models (for example,
behavioral models written in high-level languages) and, subsequently, by low-level models of the same part of the
analog circuit (for example, a functional model, i.e., composition formed from standard digital functional nodes
such as storage devices, counters, registers, adders, multiplexers/demultiplexers, encoders/decoders, and logic
elements).
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A preliminarily developed behavioral model may be used, first, to improve tlie operational algorithm of the
given fragment of the embedded system and, second, to construct in advance a powerful set of tests of the
fragment.
IEESD-2000 is supplied with a "comparative" testing mode by means of which several models (at different
levels) may be simulated in parallel by means of the same tests and the adequacy of the results of the simulation
obtained in these different models compared automatically.

2.8. Full-fledged application of tests throughout the entire design cycle
Full-fledged application of design tests is supported by the following features.
          The same tests may be used throughout the entire design cycle for models at different levels.
          By means of higher-level models it is possible to generate standard responses, thereby obtaining an enlarged
set of tests for models at a lower level. Let us suppose that we have developed a behavioral model Ml and have
created for this model a set of tests Tl. Next, we carry out a decomposition of model Ml into submodels Mil,
M12,... ,M15. And, by virtue of the complexity of model Ml, these models will also be behavioral models.
Suppose we have also succeeded in making model Ml and its analog, i.e., the composition {Mil, M12,...,M15}
equivalent on the set of tests Tl. Now, preserving the results of the simulation in the linkages between the
components Mil, M12,...,M15 in the required formats, we automatically obtain the required sets of tests Til,
T12,...,T15. Now assignments for the independent development of functional models Mil, M12,...,M15 having
the corresponding sets of tests Til, T12,...,T15 may be generated. Such an approacli virtually guarantees
equivalence between the composition {{Ml lx}, {M12x},...,{M15x}} and the initial model Ml on the initial set of
tests Tl.
An essential point is tliat in course of enlarging tlie sets of tests from Tl to T2, tlie models Mil,
M12,...,M15 may be simulated at different levels of refinement. The tests thus developed are suitable for testing
hardware prototypes.

2.9. Tools for generation of "synthesizable" VHDL-dcscriptions of hardware
The concluding stage of the design of the hardware of an embedded system in the IEESD-2000 integrated
environment consists in user-initiated generation of a "synthesizable" VHDL-description and/or an EDIF-
description of the linkages between the principal components employed.
The descriptions thus obtained may be used for loading into a lower-level design system. On the concluding
stages such systems make it possible to create prototype models of the hardware of a fully designed embedded
system.
The user is able to initiate generation of VHDL descriptions of tests for the purpose of additional control over
the correctness of an analog circuit developed in IEESD-2000.
The user is also provided with the ability to either automate the start of the computer-aided design system
directly from IEESD-2000 or to receive and correctly process the CAD system's back annotation files which
describe transmission lags calculated by the synthesized systems in light of  the features of the target topology.

3. MAXIMAL REPEATED APPLICATION OF CODES OF SYSTEMS
    AND APPLICATION PROGRAMS AND HARDWARE MODELS

3.1. Tools for embedding systems software
It is clear that systems software (compilers, assemblers, libraries of object codes, linkers, machine code
converters) should be embedded into the IEESD-2000 environment in view of the fact that the environment is
provided with tools for the development of microprocessor/microcontroller DLL models that function at a user-
selected level of adequacy. These tools are described in more detail in part 3, and here we only wish to note that
they make it possible to create DLL models at the instruction level for the Intel 8051 class microcontroller in the
course of several days.
By means of such DLL, integrated into a universal simulator, it is possible to debug programs written in
machine code for a particular microprocessor/microcontroller. Compilers, assemblers, object code libraries, linkers,
and converters into COFF [Common Object File Format] format are among the tools employed to create these
machine codes.
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Embedding of the compiler/assembler into the IEESD-2000 integrated environment enables the user to work
at ordinary turbo speed using a switched compiler/assembler transparent to the user. In order to embed an arbitrary
compiler the user is supplied with a special DLL interface through which IEESD-2000 functions with a listing and
debugged compiler information. The user must create this DLL after which the environment will automatically
start compilation, and, in case errors are detected, to position the cursor on a line containing an error (as is done in
Pascal) or (as is done in C) dump in a separate window a list of error messages and support automatic jumping to
the line corresponding to an error selected by the user; if there are no errors, the environment generates the
required interlinks and subsequently initiates execution of the program and supports all standard debugging modes
with scan/modification of program variables. Control of the compiler/assembler start parameters is one of the
functions of DLL.
Embedding of the linker synthesizer, library of object modules, and converters is also implemented by means
of a special DLL which supports interaction between the IEESD-2000 environment and the embedded tools.
The converters support (if necessary) transformation of already constructed executable codes in COFF format
directly implemented in the IEESD-2000 environment.
Linkage of an appropriate external simulator (for example. Visual DSP for simulation of ADSP-2106x) by
development of a special DLL may represent an alternative development of a proprietary DLL for simulation of a
microprocessor/microcontroller.

3.2. Support of VHDL models from non-Russian system designers
In simulation of embedded system hardware the IEESD-2000 environment supports descriptions of the
models both in a synthesizable as well as in a beliavioral VHDL, enabling the user to incorporate into his or her
projects any previously developed VHDL models.

4. TOOLS FOR DESIGN OF SYSTEMS SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE MODELS

4.1. Universal environment for compatible development of embedded system software and hardware
One of tlie base paradigms in the development of tlie IEESD-2000 environment is to minimize the man-hours
which systems designers have to devote and the cost of making the transition to new hardware components created
by chip manufacturers on the basis of rapidly developing new microelectronic technologies.
New digital hardware components may be provisionally divided into the following two classes:
• programmable, semi-custom-designed, and custom-designed chips. Since all low-level design systems
oriented towards new chips support, at the input of "synthesizable" VHDL, both the liardware description language
as well as integration of the chips in IEESD-2000, there is virtually no need for any special efforts;
• New microprocessors/microcontrollers. To support development of embedded systems based on new
microprocessors/microcontrollers, it is necessary to embed a corresponding simulation kernel into IEESD-2000.
This may be accomplished by means of this system.
The IEESD-2000 debugging environment interacts with the simulation kernel of a specific
microprocessor/microcontroller through a user-opened interface organized in the form of a DLL. Thus, any
programming systems by means of which DLL libraries may be constructed (for example, Delphi, C++, Visual
Basic), may be used to develop a simulation kernel.
To develop systems software we would suggest use of an ANSI C program compiler and universal assembler-disassembler embedded into the target architecture [3]. To solve the optimization problem the user describes the properties of a specific microprocessor/microcontroller architecture, and the environment generates an optimizer under the given architecture.

4.2. Additional functional capabilities of the environment
The environment includes a number of tools for use in creating compilers possessing special programming
languages, specifically a syntactic program analyzer for context-free languages, code generator embedded in the
target platform, etc.
IEESD-2000 is supplied with special tools for the creation of incremental systems software that increases the
degree of rationality with which the resources of the host computer are used.
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By means of tools for computer-aided design of microprogrammed automata [4] provided in IEESD-2000,
the user is able to describe the operational algorithms of already designed hardware either in a powerful
microprogram assembler or in a special subset of the C language. Descriptions of microprogrammed automata in a
synthesized subset of a VHDL language are generated automatically from the debugged microprogram.
Fully designed hardware models can also be constructed by means of the method of hierarchical
decomposition, a method that makes it possible to define the hardware component as a union of interacting
components. A model of such a component may be defined either by means of subsequent decomposition, right up
through the standard nodes at a mean level of integration, or by means of some other method, for example, a
VHDL description.

5. COMPATIBLE AND OFF-LINE DEBUGGING OF APPLICATION
    SOFTWARE AND EMBEDDED DIGITAL SYSTEM HARDWARE

The IEESD-2000 environment supports parallel multitasked synchronized simulation of application software,
hardware, and the external operating environment of the embedded system.
An IBM PC type personal computer that simulates the hardware and external environment of the debugged
embedded system is used as host computer.
An important advantage of the IEESD-2000 environment for purposes of software debugging is the apparatus
of shadow commands [2], the incremental technology of program debugging [I], and expanded capabilities for
data representation provided the user. The environment combines together all the standard properties of modem
debugging systems, for example, a graphical multiwindow user interface, context-sensitive help, common
debugging modes, color tuning, etc.

6. SAMPLE EVALUATIONS

Debugging tools for embedded systems based on Intel 8051 microcontrollers and the NT8020 and DN1630
microcontrollers created at the Minsk Laboratory for Science-Intensive Technologies have been developed by
means of the IEESD-2000 environment. The debugging tools include C compilers, assemblers-disassemblers,
simulators, and microcontroller debugging programs. Tools for emulation of the NT8020 and DN1630
microcontrollers are integrated into IEESD-2000.
Hardware for emulation of the Intel 8051 microcontroller has been developed. The complete embedded
system hardware and software model has been debugged by means of the IEESD-2000. The ANT-97 device, which
supports effective debugging of embedded systems based on the Intel 8051 microcontroller, is now in production.
Production of embedded systems for remote collection of sensor readings and for measurement of the
electrical characteristics of liquids has begun. IEESD-2000 will also be used for training students.

7. CONCLUSION

Practical experience gained from the development and evaluation of the IEESD-2000 integrated environment
for embedded system development has shown the way for effective application of the IEESD-2000 environment in
the following areas:
- the creation of workbenches for the development of embedded systems based on new
microprocessors/microcontrollers;
- the design and debugging of embedded systems that incorporate multifimctional hardware and software
components.
IEESD-2000 along with its individual components may be effectively used in teaching students who are
concentrating in areas related to the design of embedded systems.
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